
Introduction essay topic describing the house

Writing an essay on the home should be something that every
person should care about and look for the importance of the
home and how to preserve it, as building a family depends
entirely on stability in both life and housing, and these are
reasons that every person must take into consideration, in
order to live a wonderful and built life On stability and peace of
mind, and the most important of these factors is the house that
will include that family and shelter it under its roof, as the house
is a constant memory, which preserves the laughter and
sorrows of its people, and its limbs carry the first words uttered
by the children of that family, so the house is silent but it is a
witness to all the things that go through life The family through
all the years, whether joys or calamities.

Introduction to a topic about the importance of the
home in human life

For a person, the house is the only place in which he feels
psychological comfort from all the pressures that a person is
exposed to, whether at work or through contact with people, as
it is the first place that a person goes to in order to feel calm
and tranquility, and to obtain some comfort and reassurance
between his children and his wife, therefore We must know the
importance of the house, and how to maintain it and its
interdependence.

Definition of home

The house has many definitions and each of us defines it
according to his view of the place in which he lives, and in our



article on the topic of the expression of the house, we will
present a general definition of the house:

● The house is one of the most private property of a person,
and it is a witness to the stages of his life and the
situations that occur to him throughout the years of his life.

● The house is built with specific equipment such as clay,
cement, etc., And furniture is added inside it based on the
choice of the occupant.

● The home is one of the basics responsible for the
formation of the family, as it is protection and security for
them from all external dangers.

● Everyone inside his house is the owner and he is the
owner, and he builds it according to his customs and
traditions.

The importance of the home to the family

The theme of home expression occupies a great place in the
hearts of family members; this is because the home for them is
of great importance, rather it is considered the basis of the
family and the basis for their reunification.

● Home is the preferred refuge for the family as a whole,
and brings them together on all occasions, whether sad or
happy.

● Family members inside the house spend the best nights of
summer, and learn the customs and traditions inside it
while they are sheltered by its affectionate walls.

● And how many nights the children of the house spend
around their grandmother after she prepares for them their
favorite drinks, and she sits telling them a fairy tale from
her beautiful stories, which has always placed the best
values and principles within our souls.



● How many fathers returned home after a long day of hard
work, to get inside them the smell of delicious food and the
feeling of the beautiful family's warmth.

● Memories of the house are ingrained in our minds. They
cannot go away, no matter how much we live in modern
homes.

● The old house has a special flavor in our hearts, and the
children inherit it throughout their lives.

Brief profile of country houses

In the context of the discussion within the topic of the
expression of the house, we must mention the houses of the
Egyptian countryside, because of their beauty, grandeur, and a
sense of warmth in them.

● The shape of the house in the countryside varies
according to the region to which it belongs, and this affects
its appearance, as well as the shape of its structure.

● We find the house, which is surrounded by the
countryside, bright, because of the beauty of the many
brightly colored flowers, and the house's furniture is
designed from tree wood.

● In most of the times it is made of clay, and its furniture is
the pinnacle of splendor and simplicity.

● The rural house is divided in a way that distinguishes it
from the house inside the city. Some of the country houses
have a barn for animals, and there is a barn for sheep,
and the like.

● And also the oven made of clay until bread is baked in it,
and a barn in which all kinds of poultry are raised.

● A country house surrounded by a bunch of fruit trees.

Brief description of the house within the city



The house in the city is one of the most beautiful houses you
can see; Because it is built in a modern style, and since we are
talking about an expression about the house, we will mention
some information related to the city house.

● The house inside the city is the pinnacle of the splendor of
the new construction, and the furniture is modern and
bright in its colors.

● The house in the city is different according to its
construction and according to its floors, and its
construction is also made of modern, advanced building
materials.

● It is located close to service institutions as well as markets
and hospitals.

● One of the basics of a city home is electricity and a lot of
the possibilities of high technology.

Accessories in the house

The house has a lot of things and each house has different
accessories depending on who lives in it and based on the
needs of each person.

● The house has many sections that distinguish it, and
increase its beauty as well as its wonderful memories.

● Many houses have gardens surrounding them filled with
green plants and grass, which is the color of peace and
tranquility.

● Also, the swimming pools that children enjoy inside the
house, where everyone in the house enjoys, entertains
and plays.

● Some houses have pens for raising chickens and other
animals.



Conclusion on the subject of an expression on the
house

No matter how old we are, childhood memories will remain the
best among our memories, so we talk about the topic of
expressing the home and this is because of its importance, and
the laughter that we launched in the house remains the most
beautiful over time, so we must build our homes with love and
hope, and we root affection and faith within our homes, so that
they take root. Inside the minds of our sisters and our children.


